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Abstract: Re-assessment of several key drill cores has revealed the existence of three tectonostrati-

graphic units in the pre-Tertiary basement of Recsk-Darnó Hill area, two of them representing 

the continuation of the units of  Bükk Mts. The Bükk Parautochthon Unit is evidenced by the Up-
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per Triassic grey, cherty Felsőtárkány Limestone Fm. The Mónosbél Unit is built up by a Jurassic 

toe-of -slope facies, with shaley claystone and siliceous shale “autochthonous” sediment and fre-

quent carbonate turbidites, as well as subordinately by sandstone clasts in “microolistostromes”. 

Triassic Bódvalenke-type, red, cherty limestones associated wit amygdaloidal basalts occur  as slide 

blocks. One borehole explored a slide block of marine Permian formations of the Bükk Mts., too. 

The Darnó Unit s.s. is built up by Ladinian-Carnian reddish-greenish amygdaloidal basalts with 

limestone inclusions (peperites), green basalts lacking contamination with lime mud (probably of 

Jurassic age) and associated abyssal sediments (red pelagic mudstones and red radiolarites), yielding 

either Ladinian-Carnian or Bathonian-Callovian radiolarians.The Mónosbél and Darnó Units can 

be interpreted as a small, displaced fragment of Inner Dinaridic-Inner Hellenidic  Neotethyan ac-

cretionary complexes, not continuing into the West Carpathians and Eastern Alps, respectively.

1. HISTORY OF RESEARCH

The geology of the pre-Tertiary basement of Recsk ore-field was rewieved 

previously by Földessy-Járányi, 1975, whereas that of the adjacent Darnó Hill by 

Földessy, 1975 and Balla et al., 1980, 1981 (in the latter with a short summary on 

older works, especially by Schréter and Balogh). More than 100 deep drillings 

(1000 or 1200m deep) with continuous coring explored this pre-Tertiary base-

ment. The last three of them (Rm-131, -135 and -136) were drilled in the late sev-

enties on the Darnó Hill itself, SE of the Darnó Fault. The cores were stored in the 

depo of the Recsk Ore Mine Company. In the middle eighties the company and 

its depo were liquidated and most of the core materials were cast out. Fortunately, 

the cores of 25 selected boreholes were transported to the depo of the Hungarian 

Geological Institute, Rákóczitelep, North Hungary, where they are still available 

for modern studies. 

Dosztály & Józsa, 1992 presented radiolarian biostratigraphic data from the 

Darnó cores, and established, that both Triassic (Ladinian-Carnian) and Jurassic 

(Bathonian-Callovian) age data were present. Our new research with new docu-

mentatition of the cores, detailed sedimentological and biostratigraphic analysis 

began in the middle of the nineties (Józsa et al., 1996; Dosztály et al., 1998). Józsa, 

1999 studied the petrology and geochemistry of magmatic rocks and established 

their MORB (Mid-oceanic ridge basalt)-type. 

The detailed description of the Darnó core sequences with summary of the 

new investigations is under way for publication (Kovács et al., in press B). Haas et 

al., 2006 described the Jurassic redeposited platform-derived carbonate sequence 

(the most proximal-type amongst the cores studied) of the westernmost locat-

ed Rm-109 borehole, providing important arguments for their Dinaridic origin. 

Gecse (2006) summarized the available conodont data.
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2. GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The Recsk-Darnó area is situated W of the Bükk  Mts., in the NE foreground 

of the Miocene volcanic range of Mátra Mts., along the two sides of the NE-SW 

trending Darnó Fault (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). 

Based on the re-assesment of several drillcores of key importance, as well as 

geological mapping in the wider surrounding of Darnó Hill, three tectonostrati-

graphic units can be distinguished (Fig. 3), which belong to the  Bükk Nappe 

Fig. 1 Major tectonostratigraphic units (terranes) in the pre-Tertiary basement of the Cir-

cum-Pannonian domain, with setting of the Recsk-Darnó area (=a displaced Neotethyan 

fragment) (after Haas et al., 2006). *R: Location of the Recsk-Darnó area
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system (Csontos, 1999) or ”Bükkia Composite Terrane” (Kovács et al., 2000): (1) 

Bükk Parautochthon Unit in the lowermost position; (2) Mónosbél Unit in the 

median position; (3) Darnó Unit (s.s.) in upper position (preserved only SE of the 

Darnó Fault).

According to the autochthonistic concept of Pelikán, 2005, they form a more 

or less continuous succession, without major nappe thrusting. It is to be added, 

that in the Darnó Hill cores no traces of Paleogene volcanics were found, whereas 

on the NW side of the Darnó Fault, in the Recsk mine area Mesozoic formations 

were intruded by a swarm of such dykes (see Fig. 5, core section of borehole Rm-

79 herein).

Fig. 2 Simplified pre-Tertiary subcrop geological map of the Mátra—Bükk area, NE Hun-

gary, showing location of some of the boreholes discussed in the text (No. Rm 109, 118 and 

136). (After Haas et al., 2006, Fig. 2, slightly modified.). a): surface outcrops; b): subsurface 

extension of the units/formations
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3. SUMMARIZATION OF THE RESULTS OF DRILLCORE EXAMI-

NATIONS

3.1. Bükk Parautochthon Unit

The unit is represented by Upper Triassic grey, cherty, micritic limestones 

corresponding to the Felsőtárkány Limestone Fm. of Bükk Mts. (cf. Pelikán, 1999, 

2005; Velledits, 2000). It was hit by a number of boreholes in the Recsk ore field; 

however, older formations of the Bükk Triassic succession were not encountered, 

or at least not yet recognized. It was studied for conodonts in cores Rm-79 and 

Rm-58 (Fig. 4). Unfortunately, the whole core of the latter no more exists, only 

selected sample bags are still avalable for investigations in the core depo at Rákóc-

zitelep. Conodonts found indicate Upper Carnian to Rhaetian age (Gecse, 2006). 

Additionally, some samples taken from similar limestones of the Recsk-II. shaft, 

provided by T. Zelenka, yielded also Norian conodonts. 

Marine Upper Paleozoic formations explored by borehole Nagybátony-324  

to the NW of the Recsk ore field (Kozur, 1984; Fülöp, 1994) may represent either 

part of the Bükk Parautochthon succession (Mályinka and Szentlélek Fm., respec-

tively, in an overturned position) or the NE-most extension of the Transdanubian 

Range Unit. The latter option could be concluded from the fact, that the Middle?-

Upper Permian of the TRU shows an increasingly marine character towards the 

Fig. 3 Tectonic cartoon of the Bükk—Darnó region, with relative structural setting of drill 

core sections shown on Figs. 6 to 9. (After Haas & Kovács, 2001, modified)
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NE; Majoros, 1983; Haas & Budai, 1995). However, as it was drilled just 20km 

NW of the westernmost located Recsk borehole, No. Rm-109 (described in de-

tails by Haas et al., 2006) the former possibility seems more likely.

3.2. Mónosbél Unit

The Mónosbél Unit forms the lower, sedimentary unit explored by the Darnó 

Hill drillcores (Rm-131, -135 and 136; Dosztály et al., 2002; Kovács et al., 2005). It 

comes up to the surface just to the SE of the Darnó Hill, on the Kis-Várhegy and 

Nagy-Várhegy Hills at Sirok. Several boreholes also encountered it to the NW of 

the Darnó Fault, in the pre-Tertiary basement of the Recsk ore field. From among 

the latters, the cores of Rm-109 (for details see Haas et al., 2006) and Rm-118 (Fig. 

5) have been the subject of our ongoing investigations.

The lower unit recognizable in the Darnó Hill cores (herein on Fig. 7 we show 

only the section of borehole Rm-136; the sections of both Rm-131 and -136 can 

be seen printed in Haas et al., 2004, p. 186-187 and in Dosztály et al., 2002, p. 107-

108; that of Rm-131 alone in Kovács et al., 2005, p. 52) represents a lower slope 

and toe-of-slope setting, with three types of sediments transported by different 

types of gravity flows:

Fig. 4 Locations of boreholes discussed in the text in the Recsk area
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(1) Dark grey shales and bluish grey siliceous shales; in 

some horizons these appear as the ”autochthonous” pelagic 

sediment, whereas in others show thin bedded, distal tur-

biditic character.

(2) Carbonate turbidites, often of fine laminated distal 

character. These are of two types deriving from different 

source areas: (a) grey, marly, micritic limestone deriving 

from a basinal source area (Oldalvölgy-type of the Bükk 

Mts.), and (b) light grey bioclastic limestone deriving from 

a shallow water (platform?) source area (Bükkzsérc-type of 

the Bükk Mts.).

Peloidal grainstones, partly with small echinoderm frag-

ments are the characteristic microfacies types of the latter. 

Ooidal grainstones, characteristic of the westerly located 

borehole Rm-109 and of the easterly located Bükkzsérc 

outcrops and boreholes (Pelikán & Dosztály, 2000; Haas et 

al., 2006) were not found here. Dark grey to black chert lay-

ers or lenses may occur in both types. Renewed sediment 

movements subsequent to the settling of turbidites resulted 

in slump structures, or, in more advanced stage, debris flows 

(”microolistostromes”) (see also on core photos published 

by Balla et al., 1980).

(3) In certain horizons a different type of debris flow 

deposits (”microolistostromes”) occur, with cm-sized mi-

caceous sandstone clasts. Its source area may be related to 

that of the Vaskapu Sandstone   occurring in the Szarvaskő 

area of the western Bükk Mts. (Pelikán, 2005). Of interest 

is the occurrence of high amount of plutonic (granite) and 

extrusive (dacite-rhyolite and andesite) rock fragments in 

the sandstone clasts, which may derive from a magmatic 

arc (B.-Árgyelán & Gulácsi, 1997); however, their age has 

not yet been determined. 

In core Recsk-109, under bluish grey silicified shale and 

radiolarite containing Bathonian to Early Callovian radio-

larians, partially dolomitized limestone was encountered 

in 125 m-thickness (Haas et al., 2006). Based on detailed 

microfacies studies the carbonate succession consists pre-

Fig. 5 Legend to the 

drill core sections 

shown in Figs. 6 to 9
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Fig. 6 Drillcore section of borehole Rm 79 (Bükk Parautochthon Unit). X: Negative conodont 

samples (on the left side of columns)
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Fig. 7 Drillcore section of borehole Rm 118 (Mónosbél Unit)
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dominantly of grainstones with packstone–wackestone intercalations. Peloidal 

bioclastic grainstone is the most common texture type but oolitic, oncoidal and 

intraclastic grainstones also occur, locally. The most characteristic feature is the 

large amount of platform derived coarse to medium sand-sized fragments of cal-

cified cyanobacteria (“Porostromata”). Platform derived foraminifera and frag-

ments of crinoids are also common. Gravity flows transported the carbonate de-

tritus to the site of deposition at the lower platform foreslope and toe-of-slope. 

Based on foraminifera the carbonate succession can be assigned to the Aalenian 

(?) to Early Bajocian interval.

Triassic deep-water sediments (Bódvalenke-type, reddish-whitish siliceous 

limestones with red cherts) associated with reddish, amygdaloidal basalts occur 

as slide blocks (olisthothrymmae) within the Jurassic shales-siliceous shales, as 

recorded in the cores of boreholes Rm-131 and Rm-136 (Fig. 7). A slide block of 

Norian red Hallstatt Limestone in similar position was encountered by the bore-

hole Rm-118 below 900m (Fig. 6).

At similar depth the borehole Rm-136 explored a block of Upper Permian 

black, fossiliferous limestone (Nagyvisnyó Limestone) and Middle Permian evap-

orites – green claystones (Szentlélek Fm.). According to Józsa et al., 1996 and 

Dosztály et al., 2002 it represents also a slide block, whereas according to Csontos 

(pers. comm.) it forms  part of the Bükk PA Unit, together with the siliciclastics 

explored below it (Fig. 7), assigned by him to the ”middle” Carboniferous Szilvás-

várad Fm. However, radiolarians found in thin section suggest rather a Jurassic 

age for the latter (Dosztály & Józsa, 1992; Pelikán, unpubl.). On the other hand, a 

surface occurrence of the same, fossiliferous Upper Permian limestone is known 

about 250m to NW of the location of the borehole (Kiss, 1957; Fülöp, 1994;that 

was the reason why the borehole was drilled: Szabó, in Balla et al., 1980, 1981).

The borehole Rm-131 between 1004,7 and 1200m encountered whitish, cipol-

lino-tye recrystallized limestones, which were considered by some authors to rep-

resent the Szendrő Paleozoic (Abod Limestone; Balogh, 1984). However, in the 

core sequence they occur in irregular ”alternation” (with continouos contact and 

sometimes with transition) with Jurassic-type bluish-grey, wavy bedded micritic 

limestones, with black clay coatings. Therefore it seems more likely, that they rep-

resent just thermally altered (due to the Tertiary magmatism) parts of the latters.

In a quarry at the SW part of Kis-Várhegy Hill at Sirok, where the Mónosbél 

Unit comes up to the surface, the strongly folded carbonate turbidite – siliceous 

shale- shale sequence shows a vergency towards ESE. The direction and type of 

deformation, including stretching and boudinage formation along fold axes, cor-
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responds also to that of the Bükk Mts. (Forián-Szabó, in Szebényi, ed., 2003, p. 

11-12 and in Kovács et al., 2005).  

3.3. Darnó Unit (s.s.)

This magmatic unit is exposed on the surface in the Darnó Hill area and is 

represented by the upper unit of the Darnó boreholes (Rm-131, -135 and -136; 

Józsa et al., 1996; Dosztály et al., 2002; Kovács et al., 2005 and in press B), SE of 

the Darnó Fault (Fig. 8, Fig. 9). It was not found in the boreholes drilled NW of the 

fault, likely had been eroded prior to the beginning of Paleogene sedimentation 

and volcanism. On the other hand, the westernmost outcrops of the Bükk Mts. 

in the Szarvaskő area (Reszél-tető in the northern neighbourhood of Egerbakta 

and Muszka Valley in the NE neighbourhood of Bátor) represent the easternmost 

occurrences of Darnó-type basalts (Gulácsi, unpubl. and in Kovács et al., in press; 

Józsa, 1999; Kiss, 2006).

The unit, considered as ”upper unit of the Darnó Complex” in Dosztály et al., 

op. cit. and in Kovács et al., op. cit., consists predominantly of pillow and massive 

basalts, penetrated in up to more than 100m thick horizons, and subordinately 

of abyssal sediments penetrated in a few  to max. tens of metres thickness: red 

radiolarites and pelagic mudstones, and bluish grey siliceous shales. Red radio-

larites yielded alternatively Triassic (Ladinian-Carnian) or Jurassic (Bathonian-

Callovian) radiolarians in different horizons, whereas bluish grey silicieous shales 

only Jurassic (Callovian) ones. The borehole Rm-135 explored also intrusive rocks 

(gabbro, microgabbro) in several hudred metres virtual thickness. Geochemically, 

these magmatic rocks show a MORB-type, with high Ti-content. K-Ar radiomet-

ric dating did not provide unambigouos results: although gabbros yielded Middle 

Jurassic (175-165 Ma) ages, basalts showed the age of a Middle Cretaceous tec-

tonothermal event (110-95 Ma; Dosztály & Józsa, 1992; Józsa, 1999). 

Megascopically, basalts are of two types. Amygdaloidal basalts, rich in pink 

and white calcite amygdals, as well as containing pink and reddish lime mud in-

clusions and inter-pillow void fillings, can be considered as of early rift-type (pe-

peritic facies; Palinkaš and Molnar, pers. comm) and as of Triassic age. They are 

often red or reddish colour (haematitized), but can be green, as well. Basalts lack-

ing calcite amygdals and lime mud inclusions are green coloured and appear to be 

similar to those of the Szarvaskő Unit (s.s.), like the large overturned pillow lava 

block exposed in the  Nagy-Rézoldal quarry. These may be of Jurassic age.
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Fig. 8 Drillcore section of borehole Rm 131 (Mónosbél and Darnó s.s. Units)
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Fig. 9: Drillcore section of borehole Rm 136 (Mónosbél and Darnó s.s. Units)
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Ultramafic rocks are not preserved, but the former presence of an ultramafic 

body of higher position is indicated by serpentinite pebbles in the Lower Miocene 

Darnó Conglomerate, covering th NE part of the Darnó Hill area, and by ser-

pentinite grains in Lower Miocene sandstones north of the area (Sztanó & Józsa, 

1996). It should be added to this last point, that large ultramafic sheets, exceeding 

several 100km² in extent, are common constituents of the Inner Dinaridic – Inner 

Hellenidic Neotethyan accretionary complexes (Dimitrijević et al., 2003; Kovács 

et al., in press A and references therein), where the Recsk-Darnó domain derived 

from (see below). 

4. PALEOGEOGRAPHIC-PALEOTECTONIC RELATIONSHIPS

The Recsk-Darnó area lies within the termination splays (=”horse-tail-like 

termination”; Koroknai, pers. comm.) of the Periadriatic-Balaton Lineament sys-

tem east of the Danube River. Its pre-Tertiary relationships and setting, together 

with the whole Bükk units (=”Bükkia Composite Terrane”; Kovács et al., 2000) 

can only be explained after restoring the major dextral displacement of the AL-

CAPA Megaunit or Composite Terrane (Fodor et al., 1998; Haas et al., 2000) 

and rotations of the intervening Tisza Megaunit (Tisia Terrane) (Csontos et al., 

1992). From the former point of view it is of major importance, that the Recsk 

Paleogene volcanic complex represents the easternmost occurrence of the Peri-

adriatic magmatic range extending along the whole Periadriatic Lineament and 

then from Slovenia, with a break ENE of Velence Hills, up to here (Benedek, 

2002; Kovács I. et al., 2007; Less et al., in press; Földessy et al., in the present 

volume).

The Dinaridic relationship of the Bükk Upper Paleozoic and Triassic has been 

known since the works of Schréter and Balogh (for references see Balla, 1987 and 

Filipović et al., 2003).  It used to be explained via the ”Igal-Bükk eugeosyncline” 

introduced by Wein, 1969 (for ref. see Kovács et al., 2000). This zone (named by 

Pamić et al., 2002 as ”Zagorje-Mid-Transdanubian-Bükk zone) is considered now-

adays as the the scar of Tertiary major dextral strike-slip displacements (Csontos 

et al., op. cit.; Csontos & Nagymarosy, 1998). 

Recent detailed comparative studies fully confirmed the formerly recognized 

Dinaridic relationships of the Bükk Upper Paleozoic and Triassic (Protić et al., 

2000; Filipović et al., 2003). Also the Jurassic Dinaridic relationships, strongly em-

phasized by Pamić (2003) for the Mónosbél Unit, have been proven recently by 

detailed studies (Dimitrijević et al., 2003; Haas et al., 2006). 
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Middle Jurassic redeposited carbonates similar to that exposed in core Rm 109 

were reported from the margin of the Adriatic Carbonate Platform (ADCP) and 

from the Slovenian Trough and Bosnian Flysh Zone (Dragičević & Velić, 2002; 

Jelaska, 2003), that were located in the neighbourhood of the ADCP and served 

as the depositional area of the platform derived carbonate sediments during the 

Jurassic. Since no carbonate platforms survived the intense relative sea level rise 

prior to the Middle Jurassic in the region except the ADCD, this platform must 

have been the source of the redeposited carbonates and the neighbouring slopes 

and basins were the sites of deposition. Accretionary wedge formation initiated 

in the Middle to Late Jurassic. It was followed by multistage tectonic deforma-

tion and very low-grade regional metamorphism of the parautochton unit and 

the nappes in the Early Cretaceous and large-scale horizontal displacement of 

the Bükk units (=”Bükkia Composite Terrane” in Kovács et al., 2000) during the 

early Tertiary.

Accordingly, the Darnó Unit with its early rift-type peperitic basalt facies, 

along with the Bódvalenke Limestone  facies of the Rudabánya Mts. (Bernoulli 

and Krystyn, pers. comm.), represent the NW-most occurrences of these Neo-

tethyan Triassic facies, characteristic of the western ophiolite belt of the Balkan 

Peninsula, extending from the Maliak Bay in northern Greece (being exposed in 

northern Euboia Island and Othrys Mts., after which the name ”Maliak Zone” was 

introduced) through northern Pindos Mountains, Mirdita Zone of Albania and 

Dinaridic Ophiolite Belt up to the Zagorje region of NW Croatia (Kovács et al., 

in press A). Having the NW-most Dinaridic outcrops in the Kalnik Mts. (kindly 

shown to Hungarian geologists by Prof. Palinkaš, Zagreb; see also Kiss, 2006), the 

continuation was displaced along the Zagorje-Mid-Transdanubian-Bükk Zone 

(in sense of Pamić et al., 2002), being exposed in the Bükk-Darnó region. Simi-

larly, the carbonate turbidititic facies of the Mónosbél unit has its equivalents in 

the coeval horizons of the Bosnian Flysch Zone (Pamić, pers. comm. and 2003; 

Haas et al., 2006). These formations are not found in the Austroalpine Gemeric 

nappe system of Slovakia and Juvavic nappe system of Austria; consequently, the 

formerly supposed relationships with the Meliata Unit s.s., according to an old 

reconstruction by Kovács, 1984, should be seriously revised (cf. Kovács, in Dosz-

tály et al., 2002, p. 106 and in prep.). The genetic relationships of the pre-Tertiary 

basement of the Recsk ore-field should be considered accordingly (cf. Kovács et 

al., in press A), likewise that of the Paleogene magmatism in context with the 

Periadriatic magmatic range (Less et al., in press).
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5. CONCLUSIONS

1. The structure of the SW part of the Bükk Mts. continues in the pre-Ter-

tiary basement of the Darnó-Recsk area (nappe system: Gulácsi, Haas, Kovács, 

Szebényi from among the present authors; practically continuous succession 

with only minor displacements: Pelikán from among the present authors), with 

the difference, that the predominantly magmatic Szarvaskő Unit is replaced by 

the likewise mainly magmatic Darnó Unit of different composition on top of the 

Mónosbél Unit.

2. The Darnó Fault is not a terrane boundary; however, missing of Paleogene 

volcanics and associated sediments SE of it (in the Darnó Hill area), on one hand, 

and of the Mesozoic magmatic Darnó Unit s.s. NW of it (in the Recsk area) in-

dicate strike-slip displacements along it. The latter likely had been eroded before 

the Paleogene volcano-sedimentary cycle) 

3. Jurassic platform-derived carbonate turbidites in the Mónosbél Unit un-

ambigously could only derive from the Adriatic/Dinaridic Carbonate Platform, 

where the  platform evolution continued throughout the Mesozoic, as opposed to 

the Austroalpine-”Central” West Carpathian shelf area, where platforms drowned 

overall at the Triassic-Jurassic boundary interval.

4. The nearest equivalents of the Darnó-type early rift-type basalts (peper-

itic facies) are exposed at the other end of the Zagorje-Mid-Transdanubian-Bükk 

Zone, in the Kalnik Mts. of NW Croatia, NW-most Dinarides. No equivalents are 

found in the Austroalpine Gemeric and Juvavic nappe systems in Slovakia and 

Austria.

5. The peperitic basalts of Darnó Unit s.s., along with the Bódvalenke Lime-

stone of Rudabánya Mts. (the diagnostic facies of the Bódva Unit, transitional 

between Hallstatt Limestone and red radiolarite), represent the NW-most known 

occurrences (displaced along the Periadriatic-Balaton and Mid-Hungarian linea-

ments) of such formations characteristic of the western ophiolite belt of  Balkan 

Peninsula (Maliak-Mirdita-Dinaridic Ophiolite Belt). 
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Plate 1

(from upper left) 1: Red, amygdaloidal basalt with mainly intersertal texture. Mély-völgy 

quarry. 2: Intergranular-ophitic texture of green basalt , without signs of contamination 

by lime mud. Augite crystals appear amongst albite laths. New quarry next to the valley 

of Báj-patak from NW. 3: Triassic red radiolarite. Drill core Rm 136, 197,2m. 4: Jurassic 

red radiolarite. Drill core Rm 136, 56,6m. 5: Jurassic Bükkzsérc-type limestone turbidite, 

with peloidal grainstone texture. Drill core Rm 136, 583,6-583,7m. 6: Jurassic Oldalvölgy-

type fine-grained limestone, showing very distal turbiditic character. Drill core Rm 136, 

865,9m. 7: Upper Permian Nagyvisnyó Limestone, bioclastic packstone with calcareous 

algae (Gymnocodium sp.) Drill core Rm 136, 895,65-895,95m. 8: Jurassic platform-derived 

detritus (Porostomata-type ”algae”: recently acknowledged as calcified cyanobacteria, echi-

noderms, coated grains) in sparite cement.

Drill core Rm 109, 1105,4m.
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Plate 2

Triassic (Ladinian-Carnian, 1-4) and Jurassic (Bathonian-Callovian; 5-9) radiolarians. 1: 

Pseudostylosphaera coccostyla (RÜST); borehole Rm-131, 781.4 m. 2: Oertlispongus inae-

quispinosus DUMITRICA, KOZUR and MOSTLER; Borehole Rm-131, 780.0 m. 3: Cap-

nuchosphaera sp.; Borehole Rm-131, 594.8 m. 4: Capnuchosphaera sp. 1.; Borehole Rm-

131, 594.8 m. 5: Stichocapsa sp. E.; Borehole Rm-118, 845.5 m. 6: Triactoma sp.; Borehole 

Rm-118, 879.2 m. 7: Stichocapsa convexa YAO; Borehole Rm-118, 835.5 m. 8: Protunuma 

japonicus MATSUOKA and YAO; Borehole Rm-136, 55.8 m. 9: Cyrtocapsa mastoidea 

YAO; Borehole Rm-136, 55.8 m

Upper Triassic conodonts. 10a-b: Slightly deformed  Gondolella polygnathiformis BUDU-

ROV & STEFANOV; Late Carnian. Borehole Rm 58, 928,0m. 11: Gondolella hallstattensis 

(MOSHER). Late Early  Norian. Borehole Rm 118, 942,8-943,3m. 12: Metapolygnathus 

abneptis abneptis (HUCKRIEDE). Early Middle Norian. Borehole Rm 118, 942,8-943,3m. 

13: Metapolygnathus abneptis triangularis (BUDUROV). Early Middle Norian. Borehole 

Rm 79, 687,0-687,4m. 14: Neospathodus hernsteini MOSTLER. Rhaetian. Borehole Rm 58, 

657,0m. 15: Neospathodus posthernsteini (KOZUR & MOCK). Rhaetian. Borehole Rm 58, 

657,0m.
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Plate 3

Jurassic (Bajocian-Bathonian) foraminifers. 1: A: Trocholina palestinensis HANSON and 

B: Trocholina conica (SCHLUMBERGER). Borehole Rm 109, 1143m. 2: Gutnicella gr. cay-

euxi (LUCAS). Borehole Rm 109, 1085m. 3: Mesoendothyra croatica GUŠIĆ. Borehole Rm 

109, 1107m
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